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Abstract 

 

Knowledge is power. It is an expression that is applicable today more than ever in the 

form of social media consumption. In an inundated world of overwhelming clickbait 

information, the proficiency of selective word choice, within a specific context, has 

become increasingly connected to the amount of power a person may have. In this 

study, knowledge equates to selective word choice and sentiment to convey a 

message, and power is influence and engagement of followers on a selective platform. 

Selective word choice directly correlates to the sentiment of a statement and the power 

it may yield through its conveyance. The study analyzes data from the social media 

platform Twitter, a platform based on microblogging and social texting, by gathering 

sentiments through texts (i.e. tweets) of powerful individuals and media outlets and their 

selective word choice on the platform.  
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Introduction 

Scientia potential est; knowledge is power 

Sir Francis Bacon is attributed to coining the phrase knowledge is power in his 

works the Meditationes Sacrae (1597). Ipsa scientia porestas est meaning knowledge 

itself is power was the exact original term the Sir Bacon first used. It is a term still used 

today, however, the ideas, understanding and access to knowledge has shifted. We find 

ourselves in a digital age, where information can be accessed through thin air, in the 

palm of our hands, and at will. According to the American Press Institute’s findings, 90% 

of millennials (ages 18-34) have smartphones. This ability to know everything about a 

topic instantly, learn what is happening on the other side of the world as it happens, and 

knowing the decisions of congress hours later, has changed how users interact, target, 

and influence audiences on social media. 

Being able to accurately and intelligently use selective word choice stems from 

the knowledge about a topic, and using these specific words based on how a user may 

perceive the topic to influence their opinion or actions. This knowledge generates power 

through engagement and influence.  

 

 

Knowledge Selective 
Word Texts Sentiment

Power Engament Influence
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Knowledge; an abstract idea 

 The definition of knowledge is that it is gained through experience and education 

by awareness, understanding, discovery or learning. Knowledge is obtained on an 

individual level and developed, augmented and integrated through social experiences. 

In the study of knowledge by Ettore Bolisani and Constantin Bratianu (2018) in the 

Elusive Definition of Knowledge; “knowledge comprises both objective and subjective 

attributes. Objective attributes can be conceived as being independent of the social 

context, but the subjective attributes are context dependent and cannot be transferred 

easily to some other similar contexts.” To understand new concepts and to gain 

knowledge, individuals use metaphors and social experiences of previous gathered 

knowledge to develop an understanding of a new idea.   

A common example that is used to describe knowledge is that of an iceberg, 

which postulates the idea of knowledge to be a physical and tangible object.The 

Knowledge Iceberg Theory (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) describes two forms of 

knowledge. The first, Explicit Knowledge, the tip of the iceberg, is knowledge that can 

readily be articulated, and it is accessed and introduced to another individual. Second, 

Tacit Knowledge, the parts and bulk of the iceberg that lies beneath contrasts its 

counterpart Explicit Knowledge because it represents complex knowledge that is difficult 

and nearly impossible to convey to another individual. This metaphor describes 

knowledge as s two form concept with physical property that can be accumulated and 

given.   

In contrast to describing knowledge in a physical context, a new metaphor based 

on energy, by Bratianu and Andriessen (2008) introduces a new perspective that 
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knowledge is conceived like a field of energy and without any tangible attributes. The 

analogy describes a coexistence of multiple forms of energy that relate to the existence 

of three fundamental fields of intangible knowledge: rational, emotional, and spiritual.   

 

Rational knowledge is linked to the idea of explicit knowledge, and is framed by 

our ability to reason and the use of our natural language. It is a construct that follows 

the concept Cartesian mind (spirit or soul), the idea of the self-conscious and free 

thinking.  

Emotional knowledge is our expressive response to the external environment, 

and it is a direct result of emotions and feelings. Emotional knowledge is subjective and 

context dependent.  

Spiritual knowledge is essential in decision making and contains ethical ideals.  

 

Emotional and spiritual knowledge can be forms of tacit knowledge in that they 

contain aspects and ideas that may be impossible to convey easily through verbal or 

written words. These types of knowledge contain facets of individuals’ thoughts, 

emotions, and values. Using the energy metaphor allows individuals to have a better 

understanding of knowledge.  

Social Power; an ability to influence 

In a general sense, power can come in many forms. Analyzing power, and the 

investigation of its ever-transforming relationship with knowledge over time has led to 

the concept of social power. Social power’s leading and defining factors as a type of 
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power is built around social experiences and social intelligence. It is similar to 

knowledge in that both can only be accrued or developed through discovery, 

experiences, understanding and later in the case of social power, the ability to influence 

others.  

Social psychologist French and Raven, divided social power into five 

distinguishable types in The Bases of Social Power (1959); reward, coercive, referent, 

legitimate, expert, and later adding informational power (1965). Observing the six types 

of power, studies have linked social power and influence to a theory that leadership is 

linked to the distinguishable types, and consequently affects the success of leadership. 

It is important to note, that although the theory ties the two together, power is seen as a 

tool, whilst leadership is a skill. French and Raven define social power by influence and 

the ability to change the belief of behaviors of a person either through actions or 

resources available to the one in power. Supporting these findings by French and 

Raven, The Fragile Balance of Power and Leadership, work by Jones and York 

describe the balance of leadership and social power as a fragile relationship. 

Furthermore, although the effectiveness of one is not contingent on the one another, 

using social power effectively is dependent on how a leader can use a balance between 

the two. It is also through this ability to balance the use of social power effectively that 

keeps one in power.  

Two important and contrasting concepts of social power that should be 

mentioned are Social Darwinism and Soft power. Both concepts use social psychology 

of power, but each relates to a different period and a different effect on the social and 

political world.  
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Social Darwinism was coined by Herbert Spencer in the late 19th century* as a 

response to explain the social conditions of the time by applying Darwinism concepts 

from Darwin’s works “On the Origin of Species”. Darwin’s theory of natural selection is 

applied mainly to that of physical attributes, biodiversity, and the idea of evolution. While 

Darwin’s scientific observations such as the frequently used term “strong overcome the 

weak” are applied to physical aspects, Herbert Spencer sought to apply the same 

observations to a psychological idea of human sociology. This application tries to 

explain the political and economic powers which in turn, help breed the conditions of 

exceptionalism that divides societies.  

Dr. Keltner’s work, “The Power Paradox” (2016), also looks at social Darwinism 

as well as Machiavellianism and explores how these theories are applied to social 

power. Both ideas are tied to the distinguishable types of social power from French and 

Raven, but only to their more negative aspects; specifically, coercive or concepts of 

hard power. Dr. Keltner’s work highlights soft power and turns away from aspects of 

contrasting hard power, terms first coined by Joseph Nye (1980’s). Soft power being the 

ability to attract and persuade in the acceptance of diversity, whilst hard power does the 

opposite, it is coercive and militaristic. 

Social Media; the millennial’s news source 

News sources and media (traditional, digital, social, etc.) have become a new 

source of knowledge. This monumental change has introduced the ability to access 

informational content in a new way, which has changed the perception of knowledge 

and how people are able to access it. This new perception is led to a widespread belief 
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that millennials may be ill informed about current events due to their broad access of 

information through social media. 

 According to various studies from Pew Research Center, the Knight Foundation, 

and the American Press Institute, about fifty to seventy percent of millennials, adults 

aged 18-34 (at the time of this paper), access the news daily. Eighty-eight percent of 

millennials access the news weekly. Around sixty to seventy percent of surveyed 

millennials access the news through social media, using on average three social media 

sites like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and Reddit. Pew Research center 

deduces that this is because millennials are consuming the news in a way that is 

“[mixing] news with social connection, problem solving, social action and entertainment.” 

This is an ideology that differs from prior generations (Gen X, Baby Boomers) around 

seventy percent of whom access to news is a source from a direct outlet, such as a TV 

news station, or traditional media sources, such as newspapers. 

Clickbait; or not 

 Clickbait is most known or used as headline to attract a user to click a link. Its 

specific characteristic as a headline is that it is often ambiguous and misleading in what 

the actual content contains. Leading researchers on the topic of clickbait, align with this 

definition and include the caveat that clickbait usually doesn’t live up to the expectations 

of the reader. Applying both definitions, dissatisfaction of the reader and a headline that 

is both misleading and ambiguous, is useful in figuring out what kind of information on 

social media can be considered as clickbait. This is important because, clickbait is 

tailored to generate clicks and viewership, and by and large, influence. In the context of 
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political news, clickbait may also have a correlation to, and, be synonymous with, the 

term “fake news”. 

Astroturfing; foundation of a pitch 

 Through the use of digital platforms, large companies or campaigns have begun 

astroturfing. Astroturfing is the action of coordinating a campaign, movement, or 

message with a determined agenda in the favor of the client. Astroturfing is built around 

the deception of appearing to be generated independently or as a grassroots 

movement. This deception is fueled by employing a large number of people to fabricate 

the resemblance of a group, opinion, or consensus to promote the influence of the 

astroturf-er’s ideologies. In a study done by the Journal of Business Ethics (2011), an 

experiment resulted in the determination that astroturf organizations generated 

uncertainty around an issue. They deemed that astroturfing is successful in promoting 

the fake organization’s influence and delegitimatizes actual grassroots movements.  

Sentiment Analysis; emotions behind text 

 Sentiment analysis is used amongst analysts in different disciplines, including 

media, marketing, and political science. In certain industries, understanding peoples’ 

emotions or opinions can be a crucial dynamic to success. Sentiment analysis is used 

as a tool that can be essential in gauging how consumers feel or think about a certain 

product and pushes content that will hopefully drive individual decisions. Sentiment 

analysis can also be used by the consumer to gauge the sentiment of a media source, 

company, or political figure to generate insight on a stance or a view that these sources 

may have. Looking at the differences in polarities (positive, negative, neutral, etc.) of a 
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statement, can be summed as a form of social listening, which uses keywords to 

develop data.  

As more individuals turn to social media, people become more vocal and open 

while online. These expressions of self and opinions are what analysts relay by 

collecting data around curated topics to gain insight through text analysis. This allows 

analyst and leaders to make quicker and more informed decisions ideally faster than 

more traditional means such as surveying, focus groups, or word of mouth. 

 Programs and coding languages have been developed for specific sentiment 

analysist’s tasks. These programs and languages quantify text using lexicons or specific 

dictionaries that contain relevant words and their corresponding polarities. For instance, 

using the Bing lexicon, the specific words are assigned a positive or negative polarity 

score that is tallied to form an overall sentiment. The Afinn lexicon generates a numeric 

(-3 to 3) score based on polarities and sums them up to form a sentiment. In this 

method, scores greater than zero yield a positive sentiment. The NRC Lexicon differs 

from the previous two methods in that along with the positive and negative polarities, 

the lexicon also includes eight additional emotional polarities (anger, fear, anticipation, 

trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust). Using the R programing language – rated top 

10 in most used language by TIOBE, a leader in indexing the popular software 

languages – coupled with the software R Studio, the NRC Lexicon, and data collected 

from tweeter, the analysis, manipulation and visualization of users’ tweets into 

sentiments becomes possible.   
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BING Lexicon Example     AFFIN Lexicon Example 
 

Analyzing Twitter Accounts  

Part I: Gathering Data 

 To gather data from Twitter, a free Twitter account was created and through that, 

a login to the Twitter Dev Site, where the creation of an application was done. Doing 

these steps, twitter generated an API (Application Programing Interface) Key or a 

consumer key. This allows users of the Twitter developer tools to access real-time and 

global information via communication networks.  

 With access to twitter granted and through Rstudio and the rtweet package, a 

collection of data frames of users with public accounts can be generated. Next, curating 

a list of individuals’ (n = 66) twitter accounts related to media outlets (news sources), 

and individuals in position of influence such as politicians, musicians and youtubers 

were chosen. Critirea for the individules to be included were based on the industry, 

number of followers and in some cases, having an opposed or neutral political stance, 

this was to create a diverse mix of users in power in each industries category. These 
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criteria were picked to create a sense of unbiasedness and ensure that enough 

observations could be collected from each account.  

Next, using the rtweet package, which includes the get_timeline function which 

gathers the tweets from a specific users’ timeline based on screen_name. By setting 

parameter to gather tweets from individuals’ timelines (n= 7,000) makes it possible to 

gather a near complete timeline of users’ tweets. Some outliers to this can be found in 

the news industry where a user is tweeting multiple times an hour and gathered tweets 

can only go back a few months. However, total observations (tweets gathered) for each 

industry range from approximately 40-60 thousand tweets. A data frame containing 

each individual account based on industry is then gathered, merged, and manipulated 

for relevant data. 

News   Music   Politics   Influencers  
Screen_name n  screen_name n  screen_name n  screen_name n 

AmericanThinker   3209  50cent          3207  AOC               3212  AtomicMari      3196 
AP                3223  AvrilLavigne    3075  BarackObama       3245  benshapiro     3200 
BuzzFeedNews      3240  billieeilish     414  BernieSanders     6392  camerondallas     508 
ChanelRion        3139  BrunoMars       6304  DanCrenshawTX     1520  GuyKawasaki      3228 
cnnbrk            3212  coldplay        3225  DavidWasserman    2878  hudabeauty       3100 
drudgefeed        3238  Diddy           3170  GOPLeader         3221  joerogan         3221 
glennbeck         3205  edsheeran       3198  HillaryClinton    3215  Ninja            3235 
maddow            3235  Eminem           956  IlhanMN           3241  OMGitsfirefoxx   3180 
mental_floss      3248  Harry_Styles    3204  marcorubio        3239  pokimanelol      3207 
MSNBC             3215  justinbieber    3195  realDonaldTrump   1400  sssniperwolf     3164 
NPR               3227  kanyewest       1165  RepAdamSchiff     6446  Syndicave        1560 
OANN              3240  katyperry       3190  RepDLesko         2291  timoreilly       3237 
politico          3231  ladygaga        3168  SpeakerPelosi     3201  TTfue            3195 
realDailyWire     3240  LilTunechi      2121  SteveKingIA       3025  VanossGaming     3203 
Reuters           3203  MileyCyrus      3214  SteveScalise      3241    
seanhannity       3248  SnoopDogg       3193       
TheEconomist      3200  taylorswift13    438       
washingtonpost    3217  wizkhalifa      3116       

WSJ 3212          
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Part II: Manipulating Data Frame 

 Data frames returned from Twitter include 90 variables and many of these 

variables are not necessary for my sentiment analysis. Some of these unnecessary 

variables being symbols, media expanded URLs, geo codes, etc. To manipulate the 

data frame, using the select function in dplyr package, I was able to choose the variable 

needed for analysis, as well as reformat the date into a separate year and month 

variables. 

 Manipulating the data frame yields the following 12 usable variables and one 

added variable listed by attributes: 

Attribute Description 

created_at 
UTC time when this Tweet was created. (Manipulated to only include Year and 
Month) Example: 
"created_at": "Wed Oct 10 20:19:24 +0000 2018" 

display_text_width 
The number of words a specific tweet contains. Maximum 280 characters. 
Example:  
"display_text_width": 187 

favorite_count The number of likes this tweet currently has. Example: 
"favourites_count": 13 

followers_count The number of followers this account currently has. Example: 
"followers_count": 21 

hashtags 

A word or phrase preceded by a hash sign (#), used on social media websites 
and applications, especially Twitter, to identify messages on a specific topic. 
Represents hashtags which have been parsed out of the Tweet text. Example: 
{"hashtags": [{"indices": [32,38],"text": "nodejs"}]} 

is_quote Indicates whether this is a Quoted Tweet. Example: 
"is_quote_status": false 

is_retweet 
A reposted or forwarded message on Twitter. Indicates whether this Tweet has 
been Retweeted by the authenticating user. Example: 
"retweeted": false 

retweet_count Number of times this Tweet has been retweeted. Example: 
"retweet_count": 160 

status_id Specific numeric identifier of the tweet for which to return results. Example: 
"status_id": 1250827798257766400 
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screen_name 

The screen name, handle, or alias that this user identifies themselves with. 
screen_names are unique but subject to change. Typically, a maximum of 15 
characters long. Example: 
"screen_name": "twitterapi" 

source 
Utility used to post the Tweet, as an HTML-formatted string. Tweets from the 
Twitter website have a source value of web. Example: 
"source": "Twitter Web Client" 

text 
The actual UTF-8 text of the status update. Example: 
"text": "To make room for more expression, we will now 
count all emojis as equal—including those with gender and 
skin t… https://t.co/MkGjXf9aXm" 

Definitions taken from Twitter Developer: Tweet objects & Oxford Dictonary 

industry 
Categories user into one of four industry: Influencer, Music, News, Politician. 
Example: 
"industry": "Music" 

Added value 

 

Part III: Exploratory Analysis 

After the data frames are cleaned, running different forms of exploratory analysis 

by making visuals of the data illustrates the relationship amongst variables. This also 

will allow me to form a hypothesis about which variables are dependent on others. It is 

here we can see how each industry is using twitter in terms of interaction.  

 

 

 

Industry Tweet count Ratio of Tweets 
per Industry 

Influencers 40464 21% 
Music 49573 24% 
News 61183 31% 
Politics 51465 23% 
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Next, looking at and compare 

categorical variables. Developing a 

bar chart helps me to depict a more in 

depth look at what types of tweets 

industries and individuals are doing. 

Categorizing was done through the 

data gathered by first identifying 

tweets as retweets [is_retweet] and 

replies [is_quote] and then, all other 

tweets that return false in either 

category can be classified as organic 

(original posts).  

After analyzing the data, 

(graph) shows that four industries post organic content the most, at an average of 63 

percent. Data to emphasize is that influencers are the lowest organic posters, with 

about 20 percent less than any other industry. However, independently they reply to 

nearly two times more (97 percent), than the next following industry. Also, looking at the 

engagement of politics on Tweeter through both replies and retweets, we can see that 

they are engaging with their audience almost 40 percent of the time (37.33%).  

Figure 1: Industry Tweets by Tweet Type: Organic, Replies, Retweets 
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Next, a series of word clouds focusing on individual years 

using the NRC lexicon that also removed stop words, 

punctuation, https\\, and other non-sentiment-based text. 

The word clouds gave insight into what texts were 

being used each year and the beginning insight into 

how much. For exact measurements, I developed bar 

charts alongside each word cloud to give more numerical 

values and measurements.  

Concurrently, looking at hashtags, the only 

relationship that seems to be apparent is that on 

the twitter platform, hashtags seem to be used as 

a promotional tool. We can see this cleared when 

looking at years prior to 2020 when hashtags like 

Le Chemin Du Roi and American Idol are 

dominating the word cloud.  

Furthermore, because of skewed data, some analysis based on yearly tweets 

were thrown out. For instance, Fox News was boycotting the use of Twitter in 2018, 

which alters the data for the news industry and therefore a plot of how each industry in 

terms of amount of posting may not be accurate. 

 Secondly, because of the excessive number of tweets some user may be 

posting, and the API limitation of collecting about three-thousand tweets per user 

Figure 3: WordCloud for 2020 

Figure 2: Word Cloud for HashTags 2020 
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timeline, leads to, in some cases, a skew in the timeline data. There is no coding within 

the free resources of rtweet package that can collect an entirety of a user’s timeline 

beyond the allowed free API maximum. A premium version of the API allowing to 

exceed some parameters were for purchase, but the data could not be included.  

Part IV: Sentiment Analysis 

As stated, looking at yearly analysis can illicit skewed data and going back 

further than 2019 may yield inaccurate results. Going further, 2019 will be the cut off for 

any data that will be looked at.  

The sentiment analysis that has been gathered shows almost no noticeable 

changes in 2019 to 2020 sentiment across the four industries. This can imply that time 

may not have a factor in how sentiment is used.  
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To compile this data, data 

sentiments were weighed using a ratio 

by taking the total sentiment scores of 

tweets by an industry and dividing them 

by the total number of words, in both 

2019 and 2020. In order to show any 

outliers, I formed a box plot using the 

same methods above. This helped me to 

display a better visual representation of 

the exact amount a sentiment may have 

changed over the course of a year.  

Figure 4 shows that between the 

years 2019 and 2020, there are no outliers in terms of sentiments used within tweets, 

meaning that there is no single sentiment that all users may use above another, and 

there could be other driving factors other than sentiment alone. To test for other factors, 

returning to exploratory analysis, ratios between users’ tweets, follower counts, and 

users’ likes per tweets were taken. This gave insight into how many likes a user was 

getting per tweet, how many likes a user was getting per follower and how that faired in 

the overall industry. This gave way into looking at the bases for impression, or how 

much users were engaging with their followers through their posts.  

Figure 4: Box Plot of total sentiements used 
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According to twitter, there are about 330 

million users since 2019. Which makes gathering 

complete data on likes vs tweet, unrealistic. This 

means, the data dose not tell exactly who is liking a 

tweet and consequently whether or not the likes are 

generated from a user’s follower.  

Furthermore, data from this point, when 

talking about engagement, will pertain to likes that 

are gained are generated to the equivalent the ratio 

of a user’s followers. Figure 5 shows that 

Influencers likes are equivalent to about 0.1075 or 

10.75% of their followers. Or for every 107 followers, they get one like (whether it is 

from a follower or not). 

 In order to determine if sentiment is a factor of engagement (total likes divided 

by total followers), I looked at three user’s data in the year of 2020. The three users 

included Barack Obama, who has the most followers, Donald Trump, who has the most 

likes, and Kevin McCarthy (GOPLeader), who has most likes per followers 

(engagement0. Comparing these users, plotting sentiments against engagement can 

show if engagement is a factor. 

  

 

Screen_name Followers_count Total Likes  Engagement 
BarackObama 115,968,772 131969346 19.36 
GOPLeader 777992 12554760 618.98 
realDonaldTrump 77450111 133487315 173.31 

Figure 5: Likes vs Followers by Industry; Engament 
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Doing this, we can see how much these users are using a certain sentiment in their 

tweets. 

 

Figure 6: Sentiment Usage by Obama, McCarthy, Trump 

The data depicts that between the three users, the positive sentiment is used the most. 

What we can also see, is that Donald Trump and Kevin McCarthy use negative, anger, 

disgust, fear, and trust sentiment words more than Barack Obama, who seems to favor 

joy and an anticipation type of sentiment words. Next, by factoring in the percentage a 

sentiment was used within a tweet, it is possible to then find the engagement that might 

be driven by a certain sentiment.  

 Looking at the same three users, we can see how people respond to these users 

tweets in the form of engagement per sentiment. Figure 6 shows that when Kevin 

McCarthy uses positive words, he generates about 160 likes per 100 followers. These 

two sets of data begin to give insight into how users of twitter start to gravitate, giving 
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likes, or engaging with people of power because of a certain sentiment they may be 

using. It is important to note that this data is taken with the disregard to context.  

 
Figure 7: Engagement per Sentiment; Obama, McCarthy, Trump 

*COVID-19 

Due to COVID-19 pandemic, data in the year 2020 may have been affected as it is not 

able to depict how users may be using the twitter platform on a normal basis. However, 

because of this, the data can observe and reflect how people in power may use social 

media in a time of uncertainty or crisis.  

Part V: Context Analysis 

Because there are other factors that can be 

generating engagement, i.e. envy, beauty, gender, etc., one 

control variable that can be added to the data is context and 

the use of sentiment to determine if these additional factors 

may be driving engagement. In order to do that, a data set 

COVID-19 Key Words 
COVID19 

Coronavirus 
Social Distancing 
Social Distance 

Pandemic 
Quarantine 
Contagious 
Infectious 
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was created that took all tweets that contained key eight words that pertained to the 

context of COVID-19. Then they were double checked manually to see if there were 

tweets that used some form of the words outside of the context. This generated 16,985 

tweets from the original data frame.  

 

Figure 8: Percentages Used Between January and Apriel 202 in Context of COVID-19 

Figure 8 shows the change in percentages of sentiment used between January 

and April in the context of COVID-19. Because of so much data, it is hard to make any 

definitive observation from Figure 8. It may be insightful to look at an individual 

separately to see the usage of sentiment over time. Using Donald Trump as an 

example, using the context of COVID-19, the data depicts that he has had a decline in 

the use of anticipation, positive, and trust type sentiment words and conversely he has 

had a rise in fear and negative sentiment words between January and April 2020.  
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Figure 9: Trump Sentiment used between January and April 2020 in context of Covid-19 

From this point a separate Data frame was made. This was developed by 

removing tweets with COVID-19 as a context, and random sampling tweets proportional 

to the industries within the COVID-19 data frame. This was done to remove as much 

bias as possible because the COVID-19 context is dominated by the news industry, who 

generate the least number of likes, to keep the data consistent. Between the random 

sampling data and the context data, there seems to be only a 0.01 or 1% decrease in 

the amount of engagement when looking at coronavirus as a separate context. 

However, that one percent amounts to 350 thousand followers.  

 Again, looking at and comparing categorical variables, the data depicts a more 

in-depth analysis of what types of tweets industries and individuals are composing. Data 
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collected in the context of COVID-19 confirms that the News industry holds the only 

users that are posting Organic content. However, they are the only industry not posting 

more retweets.  

 

Figure 10: Industry Tweets by Tweet Type: Organic, Replies, Retweets 

 Next, the two data sets can be compared in terms of sentiment usage.  

The graphs show that fear, positive, negative, anticipation, trust, and anger are the most 

used types of sentiment when talking about COVID-19.  
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Furthermore, again analyzing Barack Obama, Kevin McCarthy, and Donald 

Trump, and how they use selective word choice in sentiment and their sentiment in the 

context of COVID-19, and the impact on their engagement ratio.   

First, looking at their sentiment usage, the data shows both Donald Trump and 

Kevin McCarthy use more anger, disgust, fear, and trust sentiments, whilst, Barack 

Obama leads in anticipation, sadness and surprise when talking about COVID-19. It 

should be noted at this point, that there is the possibility of contexts within context, such 

as, talking about deaths related to COVID-19 or individual sates handling of COVID-19, 

etc. but this data implies that these users choose to talk about the topic of COVID-19 as 

a whole, in different ways, thereby alleviating some minor underlying contexts.  

Next, the data can be manipulated to show the engagement per sentiment used. 

Looking specifically at Kevin McCarthy, the data shows a large disparity between 

McCarthy and both Barack Obama and Donald Trump. The data shows that Kevin 

McCarthy gets more engagement when using negative, positive, and trust types of 

sentiments. This is also true of Donald Trump, but on a much smaller scale. Figure 7 

can be compared with figure 11, which both show the comparisons between sentiment 

Figure 11: Sentiment usage for context COVID-19; Obama, McCarthy, Trump 
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and engagement. Looking at the graphs, the data suggests that there seems to be little 

difference between the two variables in terms of which sentiments are driving 

engagement for these three users.  

 

Figure 12: Engament; Obama, McCarthy, Trump 

Conclusion  

 Based on the data presented and analyzed, both in the general use and in the 

context of COVID-19, the study shows that that there is some negative change in within 

the context of COVID-19 engagement vs a random sampled general usage of Twitter. 

Although, this may be due to the news industry dominating the data, The data also 

shows that in terms of sentiments that are used, between the two data sets, there is not 

much change in terms of engagement vs sentiments. However, while only looking at 

Barack Obama, Kevin McCarthy and Donald Trump, the three users observed, they are 
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consistent in their use of sentiment on twitter, both about COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 

related topics. 

Although it may be inconclusive if one sentiment or context drive engagement on 

their own, in terms of a single users account, it is obvious that users in power are using 

selective word choice to trigger engagement from their audience. Due to the limits of the 

data frame manipulation, looking at a combination model could give more insight into 

whether combinations of sentiments could generate engagement, but this would have to 

be done on a per tweet bases.  
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Word Word Count Ratio 
coronavirus 13888 1.72 
trump 6141 0.76 
people 5401 0.67 
president 4838 0.6 
covid19 3685 0.46 
pandemic 3469 0.43 
afr 2959 0.37 
health 2681 0.33 
house 2380 0.3 
sta 1995 0.25 

Ratio of word used in tweets in 2020 (n=806673) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Word Word Count Ratio 
people 3686 0.7 
trump 3194 0.6 
president 2490 0.47 
house 2222 0.42 
it’s 1953 0.37 
democrats 1948 0.37 
day 1702 0.32 
american 1532 0.29 
peachment 1410 0.27 
live 1399 0.26 

Ratio of word used in tweets in 2019 (n= 529678) 
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